Why does video matter?

When officers are in the field, there's no telling what situations they'll encounter.

Transparency creates a bond of trust between officers and the communities they protect and serve. Video documentation provides critical transparency that ensures all parties are accountable. In short, video safeguards both officers and the community.

What does it do?

In-vehicle cameras automatically trigger with siren activation so field officers will remain completely focused on the situation. The dash and back-seat mounted cameras capture both outside and inside the patrol vehicle so nothing is missed.

What does it include?

• Seamless integration with body worn camera
• Integrated crash sensor with GPS
• 4G LTE-powered Wi-Fi hotspot around vehicle
• Support for live-streaming back to command
• 120 GB Solid-State Drive for video storage

Once recorded, video evidence is annotated by officer in the field and then automatically uploaded wirelessly to CJIS-compliant cloud storage. No more end-of-shift docking or video tagging which allows officers more time in the field to protect their community.

Where do I get it?

Contact Sprint Business to discuss how LTE-powered in-vehicle cameras can be deployed in your organization.
Why choose Sprint for a Connected Officer Platform?

Sprint’s leading network and proven track record in the public sector offers infrastructure you can depend on—helping you reliably capture and share video between officers and HQ.

A network you can rely on

Recording and sharing high-quality video requires a reliable, high-speed network.

We’ve invested billions in our unique three-spectrum architecture to give you what you require during an emergency:

- Performance
- Reliability
- Speed

The Sprint LTE Plus network gives you super-fast data speeds and voice coverage you can count on. And we’re adding capacity all the time, for better service in high-traffic areas, hard-to-reach spots and indoor sites.

It’s easy with Sprint

Be flexible with your plans and devices without getting locked-in. Sprint’s unique mobile apps can help officers capture and review cam footage. Whether you have an existing strategy or this is your first time deploying connected cameras, we can help get you up and running on the Sprint network.

Innovate with us

When public safety and officer well-being is at risk, only the very best tools will do. It’s time to give your people the security they deserve with reliable network support and dash-mounted cameras.

Get in touch with Sprint to find out more.

Contact us on sprint.com/PublicSector